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C_FIOAD_2020 Practice Test 
ERPPrep.com’s C_FIOAD_2020 PDF is a comprehensive compilation of questions and 

answers that have been developed by our team of SAP Fiori System Administration 

experts and experienced professionals. To prepare for the actual exam, all you need 

is to study the content of this exam questions. You can identify the weak area with 

our premium C_FIOAD_2020 practice exams and help you to provide more focus on 

each syllabus topic covered. This method will help you to boost your confidence to 

pass the SAP Fiori System Administration certification with a better score. 

C_FIOAD_2020 Questions and Answers Set 
 

Question: 1  

In an SAP S/4HANA environment, which SAP Fiori applications need a direct 

connection to the BES system? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

a) Classic 

b) Analytical 

c) Transactional 

d) Object page 

 Answer: a 

Question: 2  

You are setting up the SAP Fiori launchpad at configuration layer. What do you need 

to specify? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

a) Customizing request 

b) Workbench request 

c) Software component name 

d) Package name 

 Answer: b, d 
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Question: 3  

You want to apply a support package stack to your productive SAP S/4HANA 

system. Which tool do you use to reduce the downtime as much as possible? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

a) SUM 

b) SPAM 

c) SAINT 

d) SWPM 

 Answer: a 

Question: 4  

In an SAP Fiori app, what is used as source for the data in a dynamic tile? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

a) InA 

b) OData 

c) BSP 

d) RFC 

 Answer: b 

Question: 5  

What is the database equivalent to an ABAP Managed Database Procedure (AMDP)? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

a) Function import 

b) Aggregate function 

c) Stored procedure 

d) Guided procedure 

 Answer: c 

Question: 6  

What can be created based on ABAP CDS views? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

a) Search connectors 

b) SAP Gateway services 

c) SAP Fiori elements 

d) SAP Fiori catalogs 

e) Database tables 

 Answer: a, b, c 
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Question: 7  

You are monitoring an ABAP-based SAP system with the help of the CCMS 

monitoring infrastructure (transaction RZ20). Which methods can be assigned to a 

monitoring object? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

a) Analysis method 

b) Logon method 

c) GetDetail method 

d) Auto-reaction method 

 Answer: a, d 

Question: 8  

In an SAP Fiori hub deployment, you want to register an SAP Gateway service with 

OData on the back-end. What do you have to do? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

a) Register the service in FES using the processing mode Routing-Based with 

system alias to BES. 

b) Register the service in BES using the processing mode Co-Deployed without 

system alias. 

c) Register the service in FES using the processing mode Co-Deployed with 

system alias to BES. 

d) Register the service in BES using the processing mode Routing-Based without 

system alias. 

Answer: a, b 

Question: 9  

Which processes does an ABAP central services instance provide? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

a) Internet Communication Manager 

b) ABAP message server 

c) Enqueue replication server 

d) ABAP enqueue server 

 Answer: b, d 
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Question: 10  

Which of the following are based on the SAP Fiori elements framework? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

a) Design Studio 

b) Web Dynpro 

c) Object page 

d) Overview page 

e) List report 

 Answer: c, d, e 
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